A few properties of the polynomials (1) were given in [2]. Here we give an account of additional properties and indicate some interesting generalizations.
We assume throughout that the Q n (x) are normalized so Q n (0) = 1. This normalization is possible since all zeros of Q n lie in the open interval (0, 00). The recurrence relation then has the form -xQ n = MnÖn-i~-(X n +Mn)Ön+XnÖn+i where juo = 0, ju w+ i>0, X n >0 for w^O. With the aid of (4) and the Laplace expansion of nth order determinants, we obtain
where Efc(#i, • • • , x n ) is the familiar feth order elementary symmetric function of n variables, i.e., X)E*(#i, * * " > #n)2* = IT(l+/tft) and the meaning of the right-hand side in (5) The case k -n is (4). An alternative form of the feth recursion relation is 
